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About the Book

Hopper, a gentle mouse who lives in a Brooklyn pet
shop, has a destiny far greater than he ever dreams.
One fateful day when he tries to save himself and
his siblings from a vicious snake, Hopper falls into
a dark subway tunnel, where he’s nearly flattened
by a train. When a valiant royal rat named Zucker
saves him, the two become friends and Zucker
introduces Hopper to an elaborate world below
Brooklyn. In this world, Hopper has a role to play
that will test the depths of his courage and reveal
the surprising truth about his long lost father.

Pre-reading Questions

What is the relationship between courage and fear?
Can someone be gentle yet also courageous?

Discussion Questions

The following questions contained in this section
particularly address the Common Core State
Standards: (RL.3–7.1, 3, 4, 6) (RL.4–7.2) (RL.3.5)
(RL.5–6.5)

Setting

1. This fantasy opens in a pet store and goes on to
have several vivid settings. Describe Atlantia—
About the Author
what it looks like, who lives there, and how it’s
Lisa Fiedler is the author of several novels for
governed—using details from the text. Then
children and young adults. She divides her time
describe the home of the Müs and what you
between Connecticut and the Rhode Island
learn about the Müs society. Compare the two
seashore, where she lives happily with her very
societies and their settings.
patient husband, her brilliant and beloved daughter,
and their two incredibly spoiled golden retrievers.
2. 
The subway and its tunnels are a significant
part of the book’s setting, too. Describe the
tunnels and the scenes when Hopper travels
through them. When does he
encounter actual subway trains?
What does his understanding of the
subway system and his willingness
to ride a subway car show about him?
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Themes

grows as Hopper changes.
3. “Real bravery is doing what needs to be done,
What details in their
even if what needs to be done terrifies you to the
final scene together show
depths of your soul. Being immune to fear isn’t
how their friendship has
courage—it’s idiocy.” (p. 189) This is how Firren
changed?
explains courage to Hopper when he’s afraid.
Do you agree with her—why or why not? Find
examples in the book of courage. In which cases 8. Describe Titus’s personality
and actions. What is Hopper’s
is the brave person also afraid?
first reaction to him? How
does Hopper’s opinion change
4. 
Concerns about family motivate the major
throughout the course of
characters in Mouseheart. How does Hopper’s
the book? What causes the changes? What is
loyalty to and affection for his siblings direct his
Zucker’s relationship to his father and what
actions? How does family loyalty affect what
factors affect it?
Pinkie does? Does Zucker show loyalty to his
father, his mother, or both? How does what
Firren is an outstanding fighter and leader.
happened to Firren’s parents make her who she is? 9. 
What does Hopper think of her? Describe
Hopper’s view of how she treats him, and how
5. Hopper is fascinated by the “squiggles” he sees
his reaction to her changes throughout the story.
on walls and paper, and delighted when Zucker
What’s her relationship with Zucker like? Why
teaches him to read and write. How does his
does Zucker deceive her?
new ability to read and write turn out to be
important in the plot? What roles do different
printed materials and words play in the story? 10. Look carefully at the cats in this novel. Describe
Felina, the cat queen, in terms of looks and
Give specific examples.
personality. What is her arrangement with
Titus that makes Hopper so angry? Describe
Character
Cyclops, who also appears more than once.
6. Siblings Hopper and Pinkie have grown up in the
What do the cats do at the hunting ground?
same circumstances, with the same mother, yet
they have very different personalities. Describe 11. Two mysterious figures are important to the
each one of them, including similarities and
plot but the reader has to piece together clues
differences in their personalities and actions.
to know much about them. Describe what
What are Pinkie’s greatest strengths? What are
you know about La Rocha and what he’s done
Hopper’s?
for the Müs. Can you form any conclusions
about who La Rocha is? The other mysterious
7. Zucker saves Hopper’s life, introduces him to
figure is the hooded beggar who brings two
the underground world, and later protects him.
messages for Hopper. What do
Compare the similarities and differences of their
you know about this figure?
characters. Describe their friendship and how it
Who do you think it might be?
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Plot

Language & Point Of View

12. The book opens with a prologue and closes 15. Mouseheart has a limited omniscient narrative
with an epilogue, both of which have to do with
that conveys different characters’ actions but
Zucker when he was younger. What other part
focuses on Hopper and reveals only his inner
of the book is set in this earlier period? How
thoughts and feelings. Find sentences and
does the prologue foreshadow what happens
paragraphs in the text that illustrate this. Why
later in the book? What did Zucker learn
would the author choose to limit her insight
during the scenes in the epilogue that guided
into just one character? Give examples of
his actions throughout the story?
how readers come to understand what other
characters are thinking or feeling.
13. In the fast-moving plot, Hopper escapes danger
many times. Describe some of the scenes where 16. 
Hopper is understandably frightened by the
he avoids injury or death, and who or what saves
subway trains. Look at the scenes where he
him. In what scenes does he save someone else?
encounters or discusses them and find the
How do the rescues and near-escapes propel
figurative language used to describe the trains.
the plot forward?
What are the trains compared to? Why does the
author use those comparisons? What images do
14. 
The book’s sense of excitement also stems
the comparisons paint in your mind?
from the use of cliff-hangers, paragraphs, or
sentences at the end of chapters that leave the 17. Consider the names of characters and places
reader in suspense. Identify some of the most
in this novel. What do Atlantia and Romanus
suspenseful cliff-hangers and how they are
sound like? Look up the historical/mythological
resolved in the next chapter or future chapters.
figures of Titus, Cassius, and Cyclops. What
Find other chapter endings that don’t create
could “Dodger” come from? How about “La
suspense, and describe their function, such as
Rocha”? Discuss why the author might have
wrapping up a scene.
chosen these and other names, and if you think
they suit the characters and places.
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Suggested Activities

Activity 1: Welcome to Brooklyn!
Details about Brooklyn, one of the five boroughs
of New York City, add flavor to Mouseheart, even
though most of the story takes place underground.
Among the places mentioned are the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden, Coney Island, and the Atlantic
Avenue/Barclays Center subway station. The
Dodgers baseball team, formerly of Brooklyn (“dem
bums”), and the New York Rangers hockey team,
who play in Manhattan, are also mentioned, as are
New York hot dogs.

interactive event timeline at NCTE’s
ReadWriteThink (ReadWriteThink.org).

Activity 3: Read the Book! See the Movie!
The likeable hero, dramatic scenes, and intriguing
settings make it easy to imagine this book as a
movie. As a class, discuss what aspects of the book
would work best in a movie. Then talk about
movie posters and possibly view some on the
Internet. Have each student design and illustrate
a movie poster, highlighting a character, place, or
scene from the book. The poster should include
Have students in pairs research Brooklyn and eye-catching lettering and quotes from imaginary
have each pair choose a different aspect of it to critics. Have each student show his or her poster
highlight. Have them prepare and give a short to the class and discuss its focus. Display all the
presentation to their classmates. The Brooklyn posters on a bulletin board.
Tourism and Visitors Center has a helpful website
Activity 4: Dear Diary
at VisitBrooklyn.org.
The limited omniscient narrative reveals Hopper’s
thoughts and feelings but doesn’t always say what
Activity 2: Putting It All Together
Mouseheart has a rich plot with many events other characters are thinking and feeling. Have
and changes of settings, which works well for each student choose a character other than Hopper
creating graphic organizers like a “sequence chain” and locate some scenes where that character is
or event timeline. First have students in pairs or active. The student will then write diary entries
small groups brainstorm the most important parts from the point of view of the character, recording
of the book, taking notes and then putting the emotional and other responses based on the
events in chronological order. They should note text but also going beyond the text. The entries
what happened, who was involved, and where the could include reactions to incidents and to other
event occurred. Then have the small groups fill characters. They could also record memories the
out a sequence event chart or a timeline of events, character has of the past, expanding the back story
putting in key points and details. Have the small of the character.
groups compare what they included on their charts
and discuss what they consider most important in This guide, written in alignment with the ELA Common Core State
Standards (CoreStandards.org), has been provided by Simon & Schuster
the story.
for classroom, library, and reading group use. It may be reproduced in its
entirety or excerpted for these purposes.

Use the activity page included in this guide,
or find several more graphic sequencing
organizers at Education Oasis (EducationOasis.
com/Curriculum/GO/Sequence.htm) and an
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Guide written in 2014 by Kathleen Odean, a former school librarian and
Chair of the 2002 Newbery Award Committee. She
gives professional development workshops on books
for young people and is the author of Great Books
for Girls and Great Books About Things Kids Love.
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Activity
One

Welcome to Brooklyn!

Mouseheart takes place below the streets of Brooklyn, one of the five
boroughs of New York City. With one of your classmates, pick a detail
related to New York City or Brooklyn that’s mentioned in the book to
research. Use the space below to take notes on what you learn!

My part of Brooklyn:

What I learned:
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Activity
Two

Putting It All Together

Work in a small group or pair to brainstorm the most important parts of
Mouseheart. Once you think you know the most important events in the book,
write them into this chart, in the order in which they happen in the book. Be sure
to include what happened, who was involved, and where the event occurred.

First:

➧

Then:

➧

Then:

➧

Then:

➧

Finally:
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Activity
Three

Read the Book! Picture the Movie!
Imagine that
Mouseheart is
being turned into
a movie! Design
and illustrate the
movie poster.
Don’t forget to
include quotes
from imaginary
film critics!
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Activity
Four

Dear Diary. . .

Pick a character (other than Hopper), and choose a scene from the book in which your character is
active. Then, write three to four diary entries from your character’s point of view. You could talk about
how they felt during the scene you’ve chosen, their feelings about other characters, or memories they
might have of what’s happened to them before the book starts.

My Character is:
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